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The Secret Crash is the eighth episode of the first season of Crash and Bernstein. It originally aired on the Day 14, 2013. The accident steals the car, and brings Wyatt on joyride. When he tells Crash that he stole the car and they may be arrested, Wyatt then learns Crash was stealing a lot of random items, even things from pesto's prize counter. Accident
with Wyatt to develop a plan to return prizes without Pesto noticing. They distract Pesto and Crash returns prizes. The accident then meets Dorris and gives her all the other items he stole because Dorris said it was for charity and he would get good karma. The cops then tracked Dorris to Krasch and questioned him. He breaks down and tells them how he
stole things. They decide to make the accusations public, claiming that the stolen items will help in their investigation, and show Crash that she is a con artist. Crash tells Wyatt, and they decide to take matters into their own hands. They try to knock down Dorris, fading himself as a grandfather and grandson to arrest her without the help of the police. The
accident blows their lid and then a 2-on-1 brawl ensues. Crash and Wyatt beat Dorris until the cops came. Dorris is arrested, then all right, until Crash makes his own money, and steals the same car from Crazy Larry's Car Lot, and takes Princess Glitter on a midday trivia cruise in Disney XD Malaysia and Asia airing, there's a cut scene where crash fights
Dorris. This is the first time the area has a laser tag inside the arcade in this episode during the crash and Wyatt vs. Dorris fight. Crash made its own money with a quote: In the accident we trust. On the other side of his ass. The accident stole a lot of things like a car, a cotton candy machine a lot to Wyatt's excitement, and the tombstone of Ulysses S. Grant.
It is not known how Princess Glitter returns after this episode because she flies out of the stolen car at the end. The Secret Crash is the eighth episode of the first season of Crash and Bernstein. It originally aired on the Day 14, 2013. The accident steals the car, and brings Wyatt on joyride. When he tells Crash that he stole the car and they may be arrested,
Wyatt then learns Crash was stealing a lot of random items, even things from pesto's prize counter. Accident with Wyatt to develop a plan to return prizes without Pesto noticing. They distract Pesto and Crash returns prizes. The accident then meets Dorris and gives her all the other items he stole because Dorris said it was for charity and he would get good
karma. The cops then tracked Dorris to Krasch and questioned him. He breaks down and tells them how he stole things. They decide to make the accusations public, claiming that the stolen items will help in their investigation, and show Crash that she is a con artist. Crash tells Wyatt, and they decide to take matters into their own hands. They're trying to
take Dorris down herself as a grandfather and grandson in order to bust her without the help of the police. The accident blows their lid and then a 2-on-1 brawl ensues. Crash and Wyatt beat Dorris until the cops came. Dorris is arrested, then all right, until Crash makes his own money, and steals the same car from Crazy Larry's Car Lot, and takes Princess
Glitter on a midday trivia cruise in Disney XD Malaysia and Asia airing, there's a cut scene where crash fights Dorris. This is the first time the area has a laser tag inside the arcade in this episode during the crash and Wyatt vs. Dorris fight. Crash made its own money with a quote: In the accident we trust. On the other side of his ass. The accident stole a lot of
things like a car, a cotton candy machine a lot to Wyatt's excitement, and the tombstone of Ulysses S. Grant. It is not known how Princess Glitter returns after this episode because she flies out of the stolen car at the end. The Secret Crash is the eighth episode of the first season of Crash and Bernstein. It originally aired on the Day 14, 2013. The accident
steals the car, and brings Wyatt on joyride. When he tells Crash that he stole the car and they may be arrested, Wyatt then learns Crash was stealing a lot of random items, even things from pesto's prize counter. Accident with Wyatt to develop a plan to return prizes without Pesto noticing. They distract Pesto and Crash returns prizes. The accident then
meets Dorris and gives her all the other items he stole because Dorris said it was for charity and he would get good karma. The cops then tracked Dorris to Krasch and questioned him. He breaks down and tells them how he stole things. They decide to make the accusations public, claiming that the stolen items will help in their investigation, and show Crash
that she is a con artist. Crash tells Wyatt, and they decide to take matters into their own hands. They try to knock down Dorris, fading himself as a grandfather and grandson to arrest her without the help of the police. The accident blows their lid and then a 2-on-1 brawl ensues. Crash and Wyatt beat Dorris until the cops came. Dorris is arrested, then all right,
until Crash makes his own money, and steals the same car from Crazy Larry's Car Lot, and takes Princess Glitter on a midday trivia cruise in Disney XD Malaysia and Asia airing, there's a cut scene where crash fights Dorris. This is the first time the area has a laser tag inside the arcade in this episode during the crash and Wyatt vs. Dorris fight. Crash made
its own money with a quote: In the accident we trust. On the other side of his ass. The accident stole a lot of things like a car, a cotton candy machine a lot to Wyatt's excitement, and the tombstone of Ulysses S. Grant. It is not known how Princess Glitter returns after this episode because she flies out of the stolen car at the end. July 7, 2020 Josephsanford
Pretty Decent Show I Really I saw this show as a kid, and rewatching it brought some funny memories to me when I was in this show because of an accident, even if the show is pretty average I honestly don't get the highest hatred against this show personally, I remember seeing the puppet Crash as funny, Madcap, the hilarious and funny simpleton is
incredibly entertaining and was the best part of the show for me whenever the episode focuses either on his clownish antics/humour carefully or his conflicts (his silliness can be annoying or supremely childish at times, but it fits his impulsive personality as a sensible doll physically and being a literal slang term for him, his well-made voice makes his character
look older than the teen' other than breaking things, but I still found this character pretty likable even for his off-character moments as he shares some touching moments with Wyatt from time to time as he has a good heart and his intentions are usually in the right place, even for his stupidity, absurdity and himself being a wacky comic relief. Even the way
Crash was a puppeteer shows a lot of talent, even for this kind of showSpeaking characters, they're pretty normal, typical, somewhat archetypal and kinda uninskhoved, but some of the character's storylines are somewhat interesting, as how Wyatt was conflicted with being an only child abused by his sisters and mother, and never got to hang out with anyone
like him, living in a female environment (Pesto is one of his friends didn't really help with Wyatt's desires), but being around others like the titular Crash bring some fun to him and finally seeing his father's photographer in the episode as an example (even if he himself wasn't all that important) most episodes are pretty passable, even for some of the
predictability and typical settings , some unnecessary moments / etc. or some mediocre episodes that represent their worst, like those dark or vile episodes, like the first episode of the first season of Crash Lands, when Wyatt's family try to get rid of the accident, when Wyatt himself is finally the best friend who can connect to him as Crash survives in the end
and in the Issue of Crashen Bernstein's Mistake paired her son with a disgusting and unsanitary Jerry and how his family was very uneasy to be around when the Wyatt family's visit went to visit them (there were some funny and entertaining beats, even if there was a lot of fun). Episodes can usually go from being pretty normal and interesting for those fun to
watch and engaging episodes, my favorite episodes that crash screwing around with tormentors and comically clowning towards others to the point they're annoyed in a floral way or even duo, as in s1 episode 9 Of The Secret Crash, as one of my favorites, s1 episode 15 Crash Jacked, episode s1 16 Crash vs. Flex in a charming and funny way, s1 episode
23 Crash asks too many questions, being one of my true favorites next to the secret Crash, s1 episode 18 Crashlemania My favorite parts, in particular, that relate to the show when Crash makes it Pranksgivings as special with other shows and is quite entertaining and funny to watch, and much better than the show to be honest. Humor has some not-sogood gross- and unfunny gross humor in Trash and Bernstein when Crash had its catchy, slightly lowbrow and somewhat funny basket songs, which was where some of the toilet humor seemed to be done better in a funny way than the rest, even if the jokes were hit-or-miss anyway, but there are some really good slaps in the face. like autotune comment
Crash) and crazy humor that usually gets a lot of laughs from me. (Some people take this show, and this character is too serious to generalize how this show is, as completely if for some reviewers like Wild Review, which was an exception because it was actually bringing up some really good moments and a satisfying summary of how it felt about this show
compared to most of the reviews you see everywhere, but I honestly found this show as a guilty treat for me, since this show has a special place in my heart, how much I enjoyed the show, even when skipping these episodes I don't like, I still found the show quite enjoyable if you're in the right frame of mind for it) October 2012 English US US crash and
bernstein undercover crash full episode
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